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a b s t r a c t
Inheritance is an important and widely spread concept enabling the elegant expression of
hierarchy in object-oriented software programs or models. It has been defined for graphs
and graph transformations enhancing the applicability of this formal technique. Up to now,
for the analysis of transformationswith inheritance a flattening constructionhas beenused,
which yields all the well-known results for graph transformation but results in a large
number of graphs and rules that have to be analyzed.
In this paper, we introduce a new category of typed attributed graphs with inheritance.
For the detection of conflicts between graph transformations on these graphs, the notion of
abstract critical pairs is defined. This allows us to perform the analysis on polymorphic rules
and transformations without the need for flattening, which significantly increases the
efficiency of the analysis and eases the interpretation of the analysis results. The newmain
result is the Local Confluence Theorem for typed attributed graph transformation with
inheritance using abstract critical pairs. All constructions and results are demonstrated on
an example for the analysis of refactorings.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and related work
In domain-specific modeling, graph transformation is a suitable formal framework for a controlled manipulation and
evolution of models [1,2]. This technique has been applied for the generation of models [3], for model transformations of
static structures [4,5], as well as for modeling the behavior of object-oriented systems [6–8].
Introduction to typed attributed graph transformation with inheritance
When modeling the static structure of object-oriented systems with graphs, in general nodes represent classes – on the
level of a type graph – and instances – on the level of an (instance) graph – such that the instance of-relationship is described
by a typing morphism from the instance to the type graph. An attribution concept for graphs allows to define the attributes
of classes and to allocate their values for the instances. The corresponding graphs are called typed attributed graphs [9].
As inheritance is an important andwidely spread concept for the elegant expression of hierarchy [10,11], typed attributed
graphswith inheritance have been introduced enabling a formal description of hierarchy [12,9]. For transformations of typed
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attributed graphs with inheritance, called polymorphic transformations, nodes of a super-type in the rules can be matched
to nodes of a sub-type in the model. Moreover, for each polymorphic rule a set of concrete ones typed over a flattened type
graph without inheritance can be obtained using a flattening construction [9]. But even for small type graphs and rules, the
flattening of a polymorphic rule may lead to a large number of concrete rules.
Note that, in this paper, we study concepts related to the structural aspects of such models and the modeling of their
associated operations ormethods by rule-basedmanipulation. In principle, our concepts could be the basis for the definition
of a modeling or a programming language (as done e.g., in [13]), but we are not defining any language. This is in contrast to
the work in, e.g., [14,15], where object-oriented graph grammars are presented. There, the rules describe a message-based
semantics modeling the reaction of the system to specific messages. On the more general side, also the underlying graph
model (hypergraphs) and the transformation approach (single pushout transformations) differ. Moreover, this means that
concepts related to the operational semantics of programming languages, like dynamic binding, do not play a role in this
work.
Conflict detection and local confluence analysis: motivation and related work
In this paper,wewill concentrate on conflict detection and local confluence of transformation systems. A conflict between
two transformations of the same graph arises if it is not possible to apply the second transformation to the resulting graph of
the first transformation, or the otherway round.We also say that one transformation disables the other one. Local confluence
means that two diverging transformations of a graph can be joined again thus leading to the same result.
Similar to conflicts between transitions in Petri nets [16], also conflicts between graph transformation rules are often
essential tomodel an intended non-deterministic behavior of a system, like e.g., workflowswith different options. In several
applications, however, it is important to analyze which of these options are conflicting or conflict-free. If the conflicts
were unintended, the system rules have to be changed. Hence efficient conflict detection is essential not only for systems
which are intended to be confluent, but also for non-confluent systems. In this sense, conflict detection has been applied
successfully, for example, to the analysis of aspect-oriented models [17], of use case models [18], of change operations on
processmodels [19], and of self-repairing systems [20].Moreover, conflicts can be used to optimize the graph transformation
rules in the context of model transformations as done in [21] by introducing additional application conditions that destroy
conflicts. They can also be useful for the analysis of e.g., self-adaptive systems, where adaptations that are modeled by sets
of rules should not interfere with the system’s normal behavior, which is modeled by a different set of rules, meaning that
certain rule pairs should be conflict-free [22].
Local confluence is an important property for many kinds of graph transformation systems, especially for those that
specify the functionality of a given software systemor describemodel transformations. Formodel transformationswe expect
that the result of transforming a model into a different formalism is the same for each run. In [23] we describe, for example,
how to analyze confluence for model transformations based on triple graph rules, which are a special kind of rules fitting
particularly well for specifying model transformations. However, with regard to analyzing model transformations not only
confluence, but also termination – as investigated bymeans of static analysis, for example, in [24] – is a desired property. The
satisfaction of both properties leads to functional behavior of the corresponding model transformation. In [25], confluence
is investigated for domain-independent product line transformations seeming similar to graph transformations.
In object-oriented system analysis, confluence has been considered for parallel object-oriented languages using process
calculi based techniques. In [26], a CCS related process calculus is used to provide semantics by translation for a parallel
object-oriented programming language, which is then used for confluence analysis. In model-driven development, object
oriented models are analyzed mainly w.r.t. static properties by defining and checking OCL constraints [27]. In [28], an
OCL interpretation is lifted to allow constraint evaluation on different types of model instances by defining abstraction
interfaces. Work on combining OCL and graph transformation-based modeling has been done e.g., in [29], where graph
transformation rules are analyzed using OCL constraints, and in [GH09]. In the tool Henshin [30] for EMF model
transformation, graph transformations are applied to transformEMFmodels. Hence, the transformations can be analyzed for
conflicts, dependencies, termination and confluence using AGG [31]. The analysis of object-orientedmodels w.r.t. behavioral
properties can be handled in severalways. Formalmodeling techniquesmay be augmentedwith object-oriented structuring,
for example as done in object-oriented Z [32] or object-oriented PetriNets [33], and analyzed using a corresponding theorem
prover or model checker. Alternatively, object-oriented models in UML can be translated to a suitable input format for a
model checker as for example in [34].
Conflict detection and local confluence analysis: from term rewriting to typed attributed graph transformation with inheritance
The main technique to check local confluence in term rewriting systems is based on the analysis of critical pairs [35],
which describe conflicts in a minimal context. For term rewriting systems, there are powerful techniques available to check
if a system is terminating. In case of termination we can check if all critical pairs are confluent, which implies the local (and
global) confluence of the system. Moreover, if the system is not confluent, using the so called completion (or Knuth–Bendix)
procedures we can transform it into a confluent system by converting all non-confluent critical pairs into rewrite rules.
However, checking local confluence for graph transformation systems is quite more difficult than for term rewriting
systems. Actually, local confluence is undecidable for terminating graph transformation system, while it is decidable for
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terminating term rewriting systems [36]. Nevertheless, as studied in [9], critical pairs can be used to ensure local confluence
in graph transformation. By showing the strict confluence of all critical pairs, which is a slightly more restricted version of
local confluence, we obtain the local confluence of a graph transformation system without inheritance.
Partly as a consequence of this undecidability problem, in contrast to term rewriting, the confluence and local confluence
analysis for graph transformation systems has different practical implications. But there are other important reasons for this
different role. First, there are only limited techniques to check if a graph transformation system is terminating. Second, a
graph transformation step is relatively costly, because general matching is NP-hard, and thus trying to see if a given critical
pair is strictly confluentwould also be very costly. And finally, there is nothing similar to completion in graph transformation,
because graph transformation rules – unlike most term rewriting rules – are not intended to be interpreted as symmetric
rules on the semantical level.
While the critical pair analysis can be used for conflict detection and analysis of local confluence in standard graph
transformation, no similar technique is available for polymorphic transformations up to now. To apply the standard critical
pair analysis for typed attributed graph transformation with inheritance first we would have to apply the flattening
construction on both the type graph and the rules and then analyze the constructed concrete rules, which is possible but
ineffective and difficult to do in reasonable time. To tackle this problem, we define abstract critical pairs directly on the level
of typed attributed graphs with inheritance, such that no flattening construction is needed to apply the analysis. For this
purpose, we extend the approach in [12,9] for typed attributed graphs with inheritance by defining inheritance respecting
morphisms, which leads to a category of inheritance respecting typed attributed graphs. We are able to prove that this
new category fulfills the properties of anM-adhesive category with negative application conditions (NACs). This allows us
to instantiate most important notions and results forM-adhesive transformation systems with NACs as done in [37–40]
to typed attributed graph transformation with NACs and inheritance. In particular, we instantiate the notions of parallel
dependence and independence as well as critical pairs leading to a characterization of conflicts as well as completeness
and local confluence results for polymorphic transformations with NACs and inheritance. We illustrate our results with a
running example from the area of object-oriented refactorings in software engineering.
Overview of the paper
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give a general introduction to typed attributed graphs and define
algebraic graph transformation with NACs. In Section 3, we introduce our running example including inheritance and
motivate the notion of abstract critical pairs. Inheritance respecting typed attributed graphs are introduced in Section 4.
In Section 5, we define typed attributed graph transformation with NACs and inheritance. In Section 6, we define abstract
critical pairs for transformations with NACs and inheritance, and present a construction for them. The main results in the
framework ofM-adhesive transformation systems with NACs are presented in Section 7 and we show that typed attributed
graphs with inheritance fit well into this framework. In Section 8, we give some conclusions and an outlook to future work.
2. Introduction to typed attributed graph transformation
In this section, we introduce the notion of typed attributed graphs and define algebraic graph transformation with
NACs [9].
2.1. Typed attributed graphs
The main idea of an attributed graph is that nodes and edges of a graph may carry attribute values. These are defined in
an underlying data structure, given by an algebra, where only distinguished attribute value sorts are used for attribution.
For the formal definition, the attributes are represented by edges into the corresponding data domain, which is given by a
node set.
Definition 1 (E-graph and Attributed Graph). An E-graph GE = (GVG ,GVD ,GEG ,GENA ,GEEA , (sGi , tGi)i∈{G,NA,EA}) consists of sets
of graph nodes GVG , data nodes GVD , graph edges GEG , node attribute edges GENA , and edge attribute edges GEEA with (total)
source and target functions according to the signature below.
GEG GVG
GEEA GENAGVD
sGEA
tGEA
sGNA
tGNA
sGG
tGG
For E-graphs GE and HE , an E-graph morphism f : GE → HE is a tuple
f = (( fVi : GVi → HVi)i∈{G,D}, ( fEj : GEj → HEj)j∈{G,NA,EA}) such that f
commutes with all source and target functions.
An attributed graphGover a data signatureDSIG = (SD,OPD)with attribute
value sorts S ′D ⊆ SD is given by G = (GE,DG), where GE is an E-graph and DG
is a DSIG-algebra such that ∪s∈S′DDG,s = GVD .
For attributed graphs G = (GE,DG) and H = (HE,DH), an attributed graph
morphism f : G → H is a pair f = ( fG, fD) with an E-graph morphism fG : GE → HE and an algebra homomorphism
fD : DG → DH such that fG,VD(x) = fD,s(x) for all x ∈ DG,s, s ∈ S ′D.
Attributed graphs and attributed graph morphisms form the category AGraphs.
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An attributed type graph defines sets of types which may be used to assign types to the two different kinds of nodes
and to the three different kinds of edges of an attributed graph. The typing itself is done by an attributed graph morphism
between the attributed graph and the attributed type graph.
Definition 2 (Typed Attributed Graph). An attributed type graph is a distinguished attributed graph ATG = (TG, Z), where Z
is the final DSIG-algebra with Zs = {s} for all s ∈ SD.
A tuple GT = (G, type) of an attributed graph G together with an attributed graph morphism type : G → ATG is called a
typed attributed graph.
G1 G2
ATG
f
type1 type2
=
Given typed attributed graphs GT1 = (G1, type1) and GT2 = (G2, type2), a typed attributed graph
morphism f : GT1 → GT2 is a graph morphism f : G1 → G2 such that type2 ◦ f = type1.
Typed attributed graphs and typed attributed graph morphisms form the category AGraphsATG of
typed attributed graphs over the attributed type graph ATG.
2.2. Graph transformations with negative application conditions
Graph transformation is based on rules, which describe in a general way how to transform graphs. The application of
a rule to a graph is called a direct transformation. This is based on the concept of pushouts as a categorical way of gluing
graphs over a common interface [9].
For simplicity, in the following we use the notation G for both attributed graphs and typed attributed graphs. Also, for
the following definitions we use the term ‘‘graph’’ for (standard) graphs, attributed graphs, and typed attributed graphs, and
only state potential differences when they occur. For typed attributed graphs with inheritance we refer to the next sections.
Definition 3 (Rule and Transformation). A rule ρ = (L l← K r→ R) consists of graphs L, K , and R, called the left-hand side,
gluing graph, and right-hand side, respectively, and two injective graphmorphisms l and r . In the case of attributed or typed
attributed graphs, l and r have to preserve the data part, i.e., lD and rD must be isomorphisms.
L K R
G D H
l r
f g
m k n(1) (2)
Given a rule ρ, a graph G, and a graphmorphismm : L → G, calledmatch, a direct
transformation G
ρ,m=⇒ H from G to a graph H is given by the pushouts (1) and (2),
where the graph morphism n is called comatch.
A sequence G0 ⇒ G1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ Gn of direct transformations is called a
transformation and is denoted by G0
∗⇒ Gn.
For the construction of the pushout (1) the existence of a context graph D is required. This is guaranteed if the gluing
condition is fulfilled, which states that all identification and all dangling points have to be gluing points. The identification
points are those nodes and edges in L that are identified bym, while the dangling points are those nodes in Lwhose images
underm are the source or target of an edge in G that does not belong tom(L). Both types of points have to be gluing points,
i.e., elements in L that are not deleted by p.
Negative application conditions, similarly to the gluing condition, allow us to restrict the application of rules. They are an
important concept for increasing the expressive power of graph transformation and are expressed by requiring that a graph
Gmay not contain an extension N of the left-hand side L via the matchm : L → G.
Definition 4 (Negative Application Condition). Anegative application conditionover a graph L is given by a tuple (N, n), where
n : L → N is a graph morphism.
LN
G
n
m/o
=
A match m : L → G satisfies a negative application condition (N, n) if there does not exist an
injective graph morphism o : N → Gwith o ◦ n = m.
A rule with NACs p = (ρ,NACp) is a rule ρ = (L l← K r→ R)with a set NACp of NACs over L.
Given a rule with NACs p = (ρ,NACp), a direct transformation with NACs G p,m=⇒ H is given by a
direct transformation G
ρ,m=⇒ H such thatm satisfies all NACs (N, n) ∈ NACp.
3. Motivation and introduction to running example
An important application of graph transformation with NACs is the specification of model refactorings in software
engineering (see [4]). With critical pairs we are able to detect in a statical way all conflicts and dependencies between
refactorings. This information may be used to automate the decision process of what to refactor and which refactorings
to apply. In [4], a number of simplifications were made to the metamodel represented by the type graph. Especially, the
metamodel in [4] is without inheritance. Since inheritance is an important feature in modeling, the type graph should be
enriched.
In Fig. 1, such a type graph with inheritance is depicted representing a more advanced metamodel for object-oriented
refactorings than the one presented in [4]. Formally, it consists of a type graph and an inheritance graph. The type graph
consists of all nodes and the arrows with filled arrowheads. It expresses the basic object-oriented concepts (such as classes,
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Fig. 1. Attributed type graph with inheritance.
interfaces, methods and variables) and their relationships (such as generalization, containment, typing, variable accesses,
variable updates and message sends). Note that gen-edges represent the usual generalization relationship, whereas tgen-
edges represent their transitive closure. The inheritance graph consists of all nodes and the arrows with empty arrowheads.
Abstract nodes are marked by {}-brackets.
In our type graph with inheritance, Variable and Method belong to the clan of the abstract type Feature. This means
that they are defined as subtypes of Feature in the inheritance graph. Similarly, Class and Interface belong to the clan
of the abstract type Classifier. We denote attributes in the usual object-oriented way, but actually these are edges from
graph nodes to data nodes.
With the introduction of inheritance into the type graph it is quite obvious to also include it into the refactoring rules
as well as into the NACs. With this concept it is possible to describe in one polymorphic rule how to move a Method from a
Classifier to a super-Classifier using the polymorphic rule PullUpMethod depicted in Fig. 2. In the upper row, the
left-hand side LI1 and the right-hand side R
I
1 are shown, together with the gluing graph K
I
1 . This rule is applicable whenever
there is no intermediate Classifier that contains a method with the same name, and the super-Classifier to which
the method is shifted does not already contain a method with the same name. These polymorphic NACs are shown on the
left hand side.
Without a common supertype Classifier for Class and Interface we would need four concrete rules describing
how to pull up amethod from a class to an interface, from a class to a class, from an interface to a class, and from an interface
to an interface, although each of these concrete rules describes the same mechanism. Moreover, we would need for each of
these concrete rules not only two but three NACs since the NAC MethodAbsentInAncestors should be formulated for
the case that the intermediate Classifier is a Class or an Interface. Thus, the refactoring PullUpMethod already
clarifies that polymorphic rules make the modeling of refactorings more efficient and elegant.
The open problem up to now has been how to analyze potential conflicts and dependencies of polymorphic rules in an
efficient way. In this paper we restrict ourselves to conflicts, but dependencies can be handled in a similar way. In [9], a
flattening construction is presented generating all concrete rules corresponding to a polymorphic rule by first flattening the
type graph and then replacing all nodes by possible concrete subtypes. These concrete rules can be analyzed for potential
conflicts by computing critical pairs as defined in [9,38] and applied in [4].
For this reason, we defined abstract critical pairs expressing potential conflicts between transformations via polymorphic
rules in a minimal and complete way. In the following, we show how to define these abstract critical pairs. Moreover, we
show that in the example presented above the two polymorphic rules PullUpMethod in Fig. 2 and MoveMethod in Fig. 3
lead to only five abstract critical pairs. Thus the use of abstract critical pairs will not only lead to a less time-consuming
potential conflict detection but also eases the interpretation of the reported conflicts.
4. Inheritance respecting typed attributed graphs
In this section, we introduce the formal notion of inheritance for typed attributed graphs. This work is based on the
definition of typed attributed graphs with inheritance in [12,9] with a new notion of morphisms between these graphs.
An attributed type graph with inheritance describes the types and their hierarchies which are available for the typing of
the instances. The types are defined using the usual concept of an attributed type graph. Node type inheritance is expressed
by an additional inheritance graph, where some nodesmay be defined to be abstract. This inheritance graph has to be acyclic
and we forbid multiple inheritance. For each node type, the inheritance clan contains all its subtypes.
Definition 5 (Attributed Type Graph with Inheritance). An attributed type graphwith inheritance ATGI = (ATG, I,A) consists
of an attributed type graph ATG, a graph I = (IV , IE, sI , tI), called inheritance graph, with IV = ATGVG , and a set A ⊆ IV ,
called the abstract nodes. Moreover, I has to be a forest, i.e., acyclic and for all e, e′ ∈ IE we have that sI(e) = sI(e′) implies
e = e′.
For each node n ∈ IV , the inheritance clan is defined by clanI(n) = {n′ ∈ IV | ∃ (empty or nonempty) path from n′ to n
in I}.
Example 1. In Fig. 1 in Section 3, we have already introduced an attributed type graph with inheritance representing a
simple object-oriented metamodel. The edges with empty arrowhead belong to the inheritance graph I, while all other
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Fig. 2. Transformation via the polymorphic rule with NACs PullUpMethod.
edges belong to the attributed type graph ATG. Moreover, we have the abstract nodes A = {Classifier, Feature}. The
nodes Class, Interface, and Classifier belong to the clan of the abstract node Classifier, and the nodes Method,
Variable, and Feature to the clan of the abstract node Feature.
To show the correspondence with standard graph transformation, an attributed type graph with inheritance can be
flattened to an attributed type graphwithout inheritance and abstract nodes [12,9]. The resulting graph contains all concrete
graph nodes, the data nodes, and for edges between super-nodes we introduce copies for all possible sub-nodes as source
and target.
Definition 6 (Flattening of Attributed Type Graph with Inheritance). Given an attributed type graphwith inheritance ATGI =
(ATG, I,A)with ATG = (TG, Z), the flattening of ATGI is the attributed type graph ATGI = (TG, Z) defined by
• TGVG = TGVG\A;
• TGVD = TGVD ;
• TGEG = {(n1, e, n2) | e ∈ TGEG , n1 ∈ clanI(sTGG(e))\A, n2 ∈ clanI(tTGG(e))\A};
• TGENA = {(n1, e, n2) | e ∈ TGENA , n1 ∈ clanI(sTGNA(e))\A, n2 = tTGNA(e)};
• TGEEA = {((n11, e1, n12), e, n2) | e ∈ TGEEA , e1 = sTGEA(e), (n11, e1, n12) ∈ TGEG , n2 = tTGEA(e)};• sTGi(n1, e, n2) = n1, tTGi(n1, e, n2) = n2 for i ∈ {G,NA, EA};
Example 2. In Fig. 4, the flattening of the attributed type graph with inheritance in Fig. 1 is depicted. Note that we only
keep all the concrete nodes. Moreover, Interface and Class as well as Variable and Method now hold an attribute
name, and also all graph edges are copied such that they link all possible concrete types. We do not show the complete edge
names, but shorten them according to the edge names in the attributed type graph with inheritance. For example, instead
of the tuple (Class, contains, Method) we directly annotate this edge by contains, where source and target types are
given implicitly.
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Fig. 3. Transformation via the polymorphic rule with NACs MoveMethod.
Fig. 4. Flattening of the attributed type graph with inheritance.
For the formal definition of the instance-type relation we introduce ATGI-clan morphisms which define the typing of an
attributed graph. An ATGI-clan morphism is a type-compatible morphism between an attributed graph and the attributed
type graph with inheritance. This means that for an edge e of type te with source type ts the source node s of e has to be of a
subtype of ts, and analogously for target node types.
Definition 7 (ATGI-clan Morphism). Given an attributed type graph with inheritance ATGI and an attributed graph G, then
type : G → ATGI with type = (typeVG , typeVD , typeEG , typeENA , typeEEA , typeD) and
• typeVi : GVi → TGVi (i ∈ {G,D}),• typeEi : GEi → TGEi (i ∈ {G,NA, EA}),• typeD : DG → Z as unique final DSIG-homomorphism,
is called an ATGI-clan morphism, if
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1. typeVD(d) = s ∀s ∈ S ′D, d ∈ DG,s.
2. typeVG ◦ sGG(e1) ∈ clanI(sTGG ◦ typeEG(e1)) ∀e1 ∈ GEG .
3. typeVG ◦ tGG(e1) ∈ clanI(tTGG ◦ typeEG(e1)) ∀e1 ∈ GEG .
4. typeVG ◦ sGNA(e2) ∈ clanI(sTGNA ◦ typeENA(e2)) ∀e2 ∈ GENA .
5. typeVD ◦ tGNA(e2) = tTGNA ◦ typeENA(e2) ∀e2 ∈ GENA .
6. typeEG ◦ sGEA(e3) = sTGEA ◦ typeEEA(e3) ∀e3 ∈ GEEA .
7. typeVD ◦ tGEA(e3) = tTGEA ◦ typeEEA(e3) ∀e3 ∈ GEEA
type : G → ATGI is called concrete if typeVG(n) /∈ A for all n ∈ GVG .
Remark 1. In [12], it is shown that there exists a universal ATGI-clan morphism uATGI : ATGI → ATGI from the flattening
into the attributed type graph with inheritance. Moreover, for each concrete ATGI-clan morphism type : G → ATGI there is
a unique attributed graph morphism type : G → ATGI with uATGI ◦ type = type.
Now we can define inheritance respecting typed attributed graphs, short ATGI-graphs, by requesting an ATGI-clan
morphism between the instance and the attributed type graph with inheritance.
Definition 8 (Inheritance Respecting Typed Attributed Graph). Given an attributed type graph with inheritance ATGI , an
attributed graph G, and an ATGI-clan morphism typeG : G → ATGI then GI = (G, typeG) is an inheritance respecting typed
attributed graph (ATGI-graph).
In general, the typing is not unique and for each attributed graph G there may be different ATGI-clan morphisms into the
attributed type graph with inheritance. A typing type′ is called an ATGI-type refinement of type if the typing of all nodes is
preserved or refined. This means that for a graph node n, the type of n under type′ is a subtype of that under type.
Definition 9 (ATGI-type Refinement). Given an attributed graph G and ATGI-clan morphisms type : G → TGI and type′ :
G → TGI then type′ is called an ATGI-type refinement of type, written type′ ≤ type, if
• type′VG(n) ∈ clanI(typeVG(n)) ∀n ∈ GVG , written type′VG(n) ≤ typeVG(n),• type′X = typeX for X ∈ {VD, EG, ENA, EEA,D}.
There are different possible choices for the definition of morphisms between ATGI-graphs. The strictest one would be to
only allow the same types for mapped nodes and edges. In this paper, we consider graph morphisms that lead to ATGI-type
refinements. A valid morphism f : GI → HI has to preserve or refine the types of the nodes and it is not possible that a
node of a certain type is mapped to a node of its super-type. These morphisms ensure that a node in a polymorphic rule can
be mapped to a node of its sub-type in the instance graph such that the rule is applicable.
Definition 10 (Inheritance Respecting Morphism). Given ATGI-graphs GI = (G, typeG) and HI = (H, typeH) then an
inheritance respecting morphism f : GI → HI, short ATGI-morphism, is an attributed graph morphism f : G → H such
that typeH ◦ f ≤ typeG.
An ATGI-morphism f : GI → HI is injective (surjective), if all its components fVi : GVi → HVi for i ∈ {G,D} and
fEj : GEj → HEj for j ∈ {G,NA, EA} are injective (surjective).
To apply all the results from [37–40], we need different morphism classes which are defined in the following and
are used in Section 7 to show that ATGI-graphs form an M-adhesive category with NACs. For the definition of rules and
transformations in the next sectionwe need a specialmorphism classMI of injective, type- and data-preservingmorphisms.
Definition 11 (ClassMI). The morphism class MI consists of all injective ATGI-morphisms f : GI → HI such that
typeH ◦ f = typeG and fD is an isomorphism.
The morphism class M′I formalizes the notion of the embedding of ATGI-graphs into larger ones and consists of all
ATGI-morphisms which are injective except for data nodes.
Definition 12 (ClassM′I). Themorphism classM′I consists of all ATGI-morphisms that are injective except perhaps for data
nodes.
For the notion of overlaps of morphisms we need the following definition of minimum type, identifying which node of a
set of nodes in a type graphwith inheritance has a subtype of all others, i.e., is their greatest common subtype. Thisminimum
is only defined if this node belongs to the clan of all the other nodes.
Definition 13 (Minimum Type). For N ⊆ IV we define
min(N) =

n ∈ N n ∈ clanI(n′) ∀n′ ∈ N
undef otherwise.
Based on this definition the minimum type of a set N is unique due to the restrictions on the inheritance graph.
The notion of overlaps of ATGI-graphs is defined by the class of morphism pairs E ′I. If graph nodes are overlapped their
greatest common subtype is defined to be the type for the overlapping, which is formally expressed using the definition of
the minimum type.
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Definition 14 (Class E ′I). The class E ′I consists of pairs e1 : LI1 → EI and e2 : LI2 → EI of ATGI-morphisms such that
(1) e1, e2 are jointly surjective,
(2) typeE,VG(x) = min(typeL1,VG(Y1) ∪ typeL2,VG(Y2)), where Y1 = {y1 | x = e1(y1) ∈ e1(L1,VG)} and Y2 = {y2 | x = e2(y2) ∈
e2(L2,VG)}.
Remark 2. If e1 and e2 are arbitrary jointly surjective ATGI-morphisms, for all graph nodes x ∈ EVG the minimum type of all
preimages of x always exist: since e1 and e2 are jointly surjective, Y1∪Y2 ≠ ∅. Moreover, if we have y, y¯ ∈ Y1∪Y2 with y ∈ Yi
and y¯ ∈ Yj for i, j ∈ {1, 2}, e1 and e2 are valid ATGI-morphisms, therefore typeE,VG(x) = typeE,VG(ei(y)) ∈ clanI(typeLi,VG(y))
and typeE,VG(x) = typeE,VG(ej(y¯)) ∈ clanI(typeLj,VG(y¯)).
Since we do not consider multiple inheritance and I is acyclic it follows that typeLi,VG(y) ∈ clanI(typeLj,VG(y¯)) or vice
versa. Thus, there has to be a minimal element. But there may be a graph node x where typeG,VG(x) is smaller than the
corresponding minimum. Condition (2) states that for e1 and e2 being in E ′, for all graph nodes x, typeG,VG(x)must coincide
with the corresponding minimum.
5. Polymorphic transformations with NACs
In this section,we define polymorphic rules and transformations for ATGI-graphs. Note that the notions and results in this
and the next section are instantiations of the corresponding notions and results in [37–40] forM-adhesive transformation
systems with NACs as described in more detail in Section 7. This stands in contrast to [12,9] where the definitions are given
directly for these graphs without a categorical background and some notions differ slightly.
A node whose type is defined as abstract in the attributed type graph with inheritance is called an abstract node. In a po-
lymorphic rule, abstract nodes may appear, but new abstract nodes may not be created. When applying such a polymorphic
rule to an ATGI-graph, newly created nodes have the same types as defined in the right-hand side and cannot be sub-types
due to the used double pushout approach. In general, it would be possible that polymorphic rules create new abstract nodes,
but we do not allow this. From a theoretical point of view, we need this restriction to prove the equivalence of flattening
in Theorem 4 below. From a practical point of view, allowing the creation of abstract nodes would lead to the problem that
we may transform concrete instance graphs and suddenly introduce abstract nodes on the instance level, which should be
forbidden in most contexts.
Definition 15 (Polymorphic Rule with NACs). A polymorphic rule with NACs is given by p = (LI l←− KI r−→ RI,NACIp ),
where LI, KI, and RI are ATGI-graphs, l and r are ATGI-morphisms with l, r ∈MI such that typeVG(RVG\rVG(KVG)) ∩A = ∅,
and NACIp is a set of NACs nac = (NI, n)with an ATGI-graph NI and an ATGI-morphism n : LI → NI. Moreover, we require
that LI, KI, and RI have a term algebra with variables as data part and all elements in LI are only attributed by variables or
terms without variables.
Remark 3. As probably intended but not explicitly stated in Def. 13.16 in [9], we define the rule morphisms to be
MI-morphisms, which is necessary to apply the theory of M-adhesive transformation systems with NACs to these
transformations. Moreover, we do not forbid the application of polymorphic rules with NACs to abstract graphs. This will be
useful later for critical pairs which in general are not concrete.
Using the double pushout approach, we can apply a polymorphic rule to transform an ATGI-graph via a givenmatch. Note
that, since we use ATGI-morphisms for the match, not only the abstract, but all nodes in the left-hand side can be refined to
sub-nodes in the given graph.
Definition 16 (Polymorphic Transformation with NACs). Let p be a polymorphic rule with NACs, GI an ATGI-graph, and
m : LI → GI an ATGI-morphism. Thenm is called a consistent matchwith respect to p and GI if
N L
G
K
D
R
H
TGI
m
n
o
l r
m′
l′ r ′
typeG
typeN
typeD
typeH
(1) (2)
/
• m satisfies the gluing condition in AGraphs, i.e., the PO (1) in AGraphs
in the diagram on the right exists;
• m satisfies NACIp , i.e.,, for each nac = (NI, n) ∈ NACIp there exists no
ATGI-morphism o : NI → GI inM′I such that o ◦ n = m.
Given a consistent match m, the polymorphic rule with NACs p can be applied to GI yielding a polymorphic direct
transformation with NACs GI
p,m=⇒ HI = (H, typeH), where (1) and (2) are pushouts of the corresponding ATGI-morphisms.
Remark 4. Due to the gluing condition in AGraphs, the pushout complement (1) of l andm in AGraphs can be constructed.
Then (1) is also the pushout complement of l and m as ATGI-morphisms with typeD = typeG ◦ l′. Afterwards, the pushout
(2) can be constructed. Then typeH is induced by pushout (2) and the typing morphisms typeD and typeR.
If, as required in [12,9], typeG is a concrete ATGI-clan morphism then also typeH is concrete.
With the NAC-morphism n it is possible to forbid a graph node to have a more concrete type than the one defined in
the left-hand side. This means that if typeG,VG(m(x)) > typeN,VG(n(x)) for some nac = (NI, n) ∈ NACI, x ∈ LVG , no
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Fig. 5. Application of the polymorphic rules PullUpMethod and MoveMethod.
ATGI-morphism owith o◦n = m can be found and the matchm satisfies nac . Otherwise, if typeG,VG(m(x)) ≤ typeN,VG(n(x)),
it depends on the remaining structure of the NAC whether such an o exists.
Example 3. In Figs. 2 and 3, two polymorphic rules with NACs typed over the ATGI-graph in Fig. 1 are depicted describing
sample refactorings of graphs representing object-oriented models. In the upper rows of these figures, the polymorphic
rules PullUpMethod and MoveMethod are shown as described already in Section 3.
In Fig. 5, the transformations in Figs. 2 and 3 are shown combined in a more compact notion: in the first row, the NACs
are depicted; in the second row, the rules are shown; and the start graph and its transformation results are presented in
the fourth row. In the third row, the graphs of a pair of polymorphic transformations with NACs PI1
p1,e1⇐= EI p2,e2=⇒ PI2 are
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shown. The graph EI to be transformed contains several abstract nodes. It is possible to extend these transformations to the
pair of transformations HI1
p1,m◦e1⇐= GI p2,m◦e2=⇒ HI2 transforming GI as shown in the fourth row with concrete typing. This is
achieved by concretizing the Classifiers 2, 7 and 8 (resp. 3) to Classes (resp. Interface) with the morphismm, and
embedding the transformations into a larger context by adding another Method to Class 7. Note that in all our figures we
have depicted the attribute name only for Methods and omitted all other attributes.
In [12,9], a flattening construction is used to obtain all concrete rules from polymorphic ones. For the nodes in the left-
hand side of apolymorphic rule, each possible combination of concrete sub-types leads to one concrete rule. The construction
is based on the flattening of the attributed type graph with inheritance defined in Definition 6 and concrete ATGI-clan
morphisms in Definition 7.
Definition 17 (Flattening of polymorphic Rule). A concrete rule with NACs pt with respect to a polymorphic rule with NACs
p = (LI l←− KI r−→ RI,NACIp ) with ATGI-graphs LI = (L, typeL), KI = (K , typeK ), and RI = (R, typeR) is given by
pt = ((L, tL) l←− (K , tK ) r−→ (R, tR),NACpt ) with a triple of concrete ATGI-clan morphisms t = (tL : L → ATGI, tK : K →
ATGI, tR : R → ATGI), such that
• tL ◦ l = tK = tR ◦ r;
• tL ≤ typeL, tK ≤ typeK , tR ≤ typeR;
• tR,VG(x) = typeR,VG(x) ∀x ∈ RVG\rVG(KVG);
• for each (N, n, typeN) ∈ NACIp , we have all (N, n, tN) ∈ NACpt for concrete ATGI-clan morphisms tN satisfying tN ◦ n = tL
and tN ≤ typeN .
According to Remark 1, we obtain corresponding flattened rules pt = ((L, tL) l←− (K , tK ) r−→ (R, tR),NAC) typed over
the flattening ATGI with (N, n, tN) ∈ NAC ⇔ (N, n, tN) ∈ NACpt . The set of all flattened concrete rules with NACs pt with
respect to a polymorphic rule with NACs p is called the flattening of p and denoted byp.
Example 4. The flattening of the polymorphic rule with NACs PullUpMethod contains the four rules depicted in Fig. 6
with only concrete node types, where the NACs are shown explicitly only for the first rule.
Remark 5. As shown in [9], for a concrete attributed graph GI and a polymorphic transformation with NACs GI p,m=⇒ HI
there is a corresponding concrete transformation GI
pt ,m=⇒ HI via a concrete rule with NACs pt ∈p. In this way, each concrete
rule corresponds to a possible refinement of the polymorphic rule by the ATGI-morphism used as a match.
As in [9], we forbid the creation of new abstract nodes by a polymorphic rule with NACs, because in this case the
application of a flattened rulewould not be isomorphic to the application of the polymorphic rule. As defined inDefinition 17,
a newly created node in the resulting graph has the same type as the corresponding node in the right-hand side. If abstract
nodes were allowed to be created, also in the resulting graph abstract nodes would appear, which in general contradicts the
intention of having only concrete nodes in the start graph and its derived graphs. An additional ‘‘concretion step’’ would
be necessary to chose a concrete subtype for each node. But this is not possible within the double-pushout approach and,
moreover, would lead to a non-deterministic result for a given polymorphic rule with NACs and match, since different
concrete subtypes may exist.
6. Efficient conflict detection using abstract critical pairs
In this section, we introduce the notions of independence and conflicts for typed attributed graph transformation with
NACs and inheritance. Then we develop the notion of abstract critical pairs describing minimal conflicts and show their
completeness. They allow for an efficient static conflict detection.
Two polymorphic transformations with NACs of the same ATGI-graph are parallel independent if neither transformation
deletes anything of the graph the other one needs, or produces anything the other one forbids.
Definition 18 (Parallel Independence with NACs and Inheritance). Two polymorphic direct transformations with NACs
GI
(p1,m1)=⇒ HI1 and GI (p2,m2)=⇒ HI2 are parallel independent if
LI1K
I
1R
I
1 L
I
2 K
I
2 R
I
2
GIDI1H
I
1 D
I
2 H
I
2
NI1 N
I
2
m1 m2
n2n1
d1e1 d2 e2
h12h21
∃ ATGI-morphisms h12 : LI1 → DI2 and h21 : LI2 → DI1 as in the right
diagram such that
d2 ◦ h12 = m1,
e2 ◦ h12 |= NACIp1 ,
d1 ◦ h21 = m2, and
e1 ◦ h21 |= NACIp2 .
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Fig. 6. The flattening of the polymorphic rule PullUpMethod.
Example 5. The example transformations PI1
p1,e1⇐= EI p2,e2=⇒ PI2 in Fig. 5 are not parallel independent. We find a suitable
morphism h21 : LI2 → DI1 , but e1 ◦ h21 does not fulfill the first NAC of MoveMethod because the Classifier 3 already
contains a Method with name x. Analogously, the pair of transformations HI1
p1,m◦e1⇐= GI p2,m◦e2=⇒ HI2 in the concrete and
slightly bigger context is not parallel independent.
Similarly, sequential independence can be defined, where a sequence of two polymorphic transformations with NACs is
sequentially independent if the first one does not create (delete) something the second one uses ( forbids) and the second
one does not create (delete) something the first one forbids (uses or produces).
Conflicts describe that polymorphic transformations with NACs are not parallel independent.
Definition 19 (Conflict with NACs and Inheritance). Given two abstract direct transformations with NACs GI p1,m1=⇒ HI1 and
GI
p2,m2=⇒ HI2 , then they are in conflict if they are parallel dependent, i.e., not parallel independent.
The following conflict characterization states the different types of conflicts that may occur between polymorphic
transformations with NACs. On the one hand, it may happen that some transformation deletes graph elements which are
used by the other transformation. In general, these graph elements are sub-types of the corresponding elements in the rules.
On the other hand, it may happen that some transformation produces graph elements forbidden by some NAC of the other
transformation. In this case the produced graph elements are in general sub-types of the corresponding elements in the
NAC.
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Theorem 1 (Conflict Characterization with NACs and Inheritance).
If the two polymorphic direct transformations with NACs HI1
p1,m1⇐= GI p2,m2=⇒ HI2 are in conflict, then exactly the following types of
conflicts can arise:
1. HI1
p1,m1⇐= GI p2,m2=⇒ HI2 are in delete-use conflict if there does not exist an ATGI-morphism h21 : LI2 → DI1 with d1 ◦ h21 = m2,
2. HI1
p1,m1⇐= GI p2,m2=⇒ HI2 are in produce-forbid conflict if there exists an ATGI-morphism h21 : LI2 → DI1 : d1 ◦ h21 = m2, but
e1 ◦ h21 |̸= NACIp2 .
3. HI1
p1,m1⇐= GI p2,m2=⇒ HI2 are in use-delete conflict if there does not exist an ATGI-morphism h12 : LI1 → DI2 with d2 ◦ h12 = m1,
4. HI1
p1,m1⇐= GI p2,m2=⇒ HI2 are in forbid-produce conflict if there exists an ATGI-morphism h12 : LI1 → DI2 : d2 ◦ h12 = m1, but
e2 ◦ h12 |̸= NACIp1 .
Proof. This follows from Definition 19 by negation of parallel independence in Definition 18 (see also Theorem 3.6.5 in
[37]). 
Example 6. Fig. 5 shows the pair of transformations PI1
p1,e1⇐= EI p2,e2=⇒ PI2 . There is a produce-forbid conflict between the left
transformation via PullUpMethod and the right transformation via MoveMethod. The transformation via PullUpMethod
moves Method 1 to the super-Classifier 3 of the Classifier 2. The NAC MethodAbsentInNewAncestors of
MoveMethod forbids exactly this situation. The same conflict occurs in a slightly bigger and more concrete context for the
transformations HI1
p1,m◦e1⇐= GI p2,m◦e2=⇒ HI2 .
6.1. Abstract critical pairs
Themain idea to analyze conflicts is to study critical pairs. The notion of critical pairs was developed at first in the area of
term rewriting systems (e.g., [41]) and, later, introduced in the area of graph transformation for hypergraph rewriting [42]
and then for all kinds of transformation systems.
A pair P1
p1,o1⇐= K p2,o2=⇒ P2 of direct transformations with NACs is called a critical pair if it is parallel dependent andminimal
in the sense that the parallel dependency is shown in aminimal context. For direct transformationswithout NACs thismeans
that the pair (o1, o2) of matches o1 : L1 → K and o2 : L2 → K is jointly surjective. This means that each item in K has a
preimage in L1 or L2. In other words, K can be considered as a suitable gluing of L1 and L2. For direct transformations with
NACs new kinds of critical pairs arise where K is bigger than the overlap of L1 and L2. In particular, parts of the NACs of p1
and p2 should be glued to the overlap of L1 and L2, since it may occur that one rule creates a part of the NAC of the other rule.
Using the former Definition 14 of E ′I as suitable overlaps for polymorphic rules and the conflict notion and
characterization in Theorem 1 for polymorphic transformations with NACs we can define the notion of abstract critical pairs
describing conflicting transformations in a minimal context. The particularity of abstract critical pairs is that they show the
conflict in the most abstract way. The suitable overlaps defined by the set E ′I use sub-types of nodes only if necessary, when
using any super-type would not lead to an actual conflict for these polymorphic rules.
Definition 20 (Abstract Critical Pair). A pair of direct polymorphic transformations with NACs PI1
p1,e1⇐= EI p2,e2=⇒ PI2 is an
abstract critical pair if they are in conflict according to Definition 19 such that
LI1K
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I
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e1 e2
n2n1
e′1 e′2
d1f1 d2 f2
h12h21
q21 q12
• there is a delete-use or use-delete conflict and (e1, e2) ∈ E ′I, or
• there is a produce-forbid conflict with q21 : NI2 → PI1 ∈M′I, q21 ◦ n2 =
f1 ◦ h21, and (q21, e′1) ∈ E ′I, or
• there is a forbid-produce conflict with q12 : NI1 → PI2 ∈M′I, q12 ◦ n1 =
f2 ◦ h12, and (q12, e′2) ∈ E ′I.
Example 7. We now concentrate on the polymorphic rules PullUpMethod and MoveMethod as depicted in Fig. 5. These
two polymorphic rules lead to the following five abstract critical pairs PI1
p1,e1⇐= EI p2,e2=⇒ PI2 depicted in Fig. 7:
Pairs (1) and (2) are in both delete-use and use-delete conflict due to the deletion of the contains-edge which is used
by both transformations. In addition to pair (1), in pair (2) also the nodes 3 and 8 are glued together. Pair (3) is the abstract
critical pair already depicted in Fig. 5. Pair (4) is in produce-forbid conflict where NI22 is not satisfied after the application
of PullUpMethod, because then 8 contains a method with name x. It is also in forbid-produce conflict where NI12 is not
satisfied after the application of MoveMethod, because then 3 contains a method with name x. Pair (5) is in forbid-produce
conflict where NI11 is not satisfied after the application of MoveMethod, because then there is an intermediate classifier
between 2 and 3which has a method with name x.
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Fig. 7. All abstract critical pairs of PullUpMethod and MoveMethod.
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Without having defined abstract critical pairs we would have been obliged to first flatten the polymorphic rules to
concrete ones and then compute all critical pairs. This was explained in more detail already in Example 4. By flattening,
for each of the two polymorphic rules we get four concrete ones. This means that we would have to compute critical pairs
for 16 pairs of rules leading to 52 concrete critical pairs. Compared to only five abstract critical pairs it is clear that our new
method is much more effective. Also the interpretation of the conflicts as done above is easier to understand.
Abstract critical pairs are complete, which means that for every pair of conflicting polymorphic transformations with
NACs there exists a critical pair expressing this conflict in a minimal context, which is embedded via anM′I-morphism (see
Definition 12) into the original pair of conflicting polymorphic transformations with NACs.
Theorem 2 (Completeness Theorem with NACs and Inheritance).
PI1 EI P
I
2
HI1 GI H
I
2
m(1) (2)
For each pair HI1
p1,m1⇐= GI p2,m2=⇒ HI2 of direct transformations with NACs in conflict there is
an abstract critical pair PI1
p1,e1⇐= EI p2,e2=⇒ PI2 that can be embedded into the pair of direct
transformations with double pushouts (1) and (2), and m ∈M′I.
Proof. This follows directly from the categorical results in [37] for M-adhesive categories with NACs, which can be
instantiated to ATGI-graphs as shown in Section 7. 
Example 8. Consider again the transformations in Fig. 5. The pair of transformations HI1
p1,m◦e1⇐= GI p2,m◦e2=⇒ HI2 is in produce-
forbid conflict as explained in Example 6. The same conflict is expressed in the most abstract way in a minimal context by
the critical pair PI1
p1,e1⇐= EI p2,e2=⇒ PI2 . In particular, PI1 is an overlap of the right hand side RI1 of PullUpMethod and the NAC
NI21, MethodAbsentInNewAncestors. We find a morphism q21 : NI21 → PI1 mapping the unmatched Classifier and
Method in NI21 to the nodes 3 and 1 in P
I
1 , respectively, such that q21 and e
′
1 are jointly surjective. Moreover, all elements in
PI1 have minimal types because we have only Classifiers and Methods in N
I
21 and R
I
1 .
6.2. Construction of abstract critical pairs
Abstract critical pairs allow for static conflict detection in typed attributed graph transformations with inheritance. Each
conflict that may occur at some moment in the graph transformation is represented by an abstract critical pair. Thus it is
possible to foresee each conflict by computing the set of all critical pairs before running the graph transformations. Each pair
of polymorphic rules induces a set of abstract critical pairs. In the following theorem, we give a straightforward construction
to compute this set.
Theorem 3 (Construction of Abstract Critical Pairs). Given polymorphic rules with NACs p1 = (LI1 ← KI1 → RI1,NACIp1) and
p2 = (LI2 ← KI2 → RI2,NACIp2), the following construction computes all abstract critical pairs of p1 and p2:
1. For any overlapping of LI1 and L
I
2 do the following:
(a) Construct EI with ATGI-morphisms (m1 : LI1 → EI,m2 : LI2 → EI) such that for overlapping nodes always the minimum
type of the occurring nodes is chosen in EI, i.e., each node in EI has at least one preimage in LI1 or L
I
2 of the same type.
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
(b) If m1 andm2 arematch consistent for p1 and p2, respectively, construct
the pushout complements DI1 , D
I
2 in (2), (3) and the pushouts P
I
1 , P
I
2
in (1), (4).
(c) If the pair of polymorphic transformations PI1 ⇐ EI ⇒ PI2 is in delete-
use or use-delete conflict it is one abstract critical pair.
2. For any overlapping of a NAC n1 : LI1 → NI1 of p1 and RI2 do the following:
(a) Construct PI2 with ATGI-morphisms (h2 : RI2 → PI2 , q12 : NI1 → PI2 ) choosing always the minimum of the occurring types
when overlapping nodes, with q12 injective.
(b) If the gluing condition for (h2, r2) is satisfied, construct the pushout complement DI2 in (4) and the pushout E
I in (3).
(c) If m2 |= NACp2 and there exists h12 : LI1 → DI2 s.t. e2 ◦ h12 = q12 ◦ n1 (e2 injective implies uniqueness of h12) define
m1 = d2 ◦ h12 : LI1 → EI.
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(d) If m1 is a consistent match for p1 construct the pushout complement DI1 in (2) and the pushout P
I
1 in (1). Then P
I
1 ⇐
EI ⇒ PI2 is one abstract critical pair.
3. For any overlapping of a NAC n2 : LI2 → NI2 of p2 and RI1 continue analogously to 2.
Proof. The correctness of this construction can be shown similarly to the proof of Theorem 4 in [38], where the main
difference lies in the instantiation of the E ′-morphisms and the consideration of theminimum typing. First, it can be proven
that the pair of direct transformations constructed in Steps 1, 2, and 3 fulfill all the prerequisites for being an abstract critical
pair. Second, we can show that each abstract critical pair is constructed by Step 1, 2, or 3. This follows straightforwardly from
Definition 20 of abstract critical pairs. 
Example 9. All abstract critical pairs for the polymorphic rules PullUpMethod and MoveMethod are given in Example 7
and can be computed using the above construction. The critical pairs are shown completely in Fig. 7. Pairs (1) and (2) are
obtained from Step 1 using suitable overlappings of LI1 and L
I
2 . All other overlappings are not match consistent or do not lead
to a conflict. Similarly, pair (3) is obtained from Step 3 as overlapping of NI21 and R
I
1 , pair (4) is obtained from both Steps 2
and 3 as overlapping of NI22 and R
I
1 resp. N
I
12 and R
I
2 , and pair (5) is obtained from Step 2 as overlapping of N
I
11 and R
I
2 . Note
that we have to apply the inverse rule to these overlappings to obtain the start graphs of the abstract critical pairs.
The construction of abstract critical pairs for a pair of polymorphic rules with NACs is nearly as efficient as the one
for critical pairs of concrete rules with NACs as shown in [38]. The most important difference occurs when overlapping
nodes, since subtyping needs to be considered. This can be done in linear time and is therefore insignificant for the runtime.
Recall that the number of concrete rules obtained by flattening polymorphic rules is exponentially bigger. Consequently,
the computation of abstract critical pairs is much more efficient.
Actually, when flattening all abstract critical pairs we obtain the same set of concrete critical pairs that are the result of
the critical pair analysis of the corresponding flattened rules.
Theorem 4 (Equivalence of Flattening). Given two polymorphic rules with NACs p1 = (LI1
l1←− KI1
r1−→ RI1,NACIp1) and
p2 = (LI2
l2←− KI2
r2−→ RI2,NACIp2) with the set ACP of all abstract critical pairs of p1 and p2 and the set CCP of all concrete
critical pairs of all flattened rules p1 ∈ pˆ1 and p2 ∈ pˆ2, then the following holds:
ccp = (P1 ⇐= E =⇒ P2) is obtained by flattening an abstract critical pair acp = (PI1 p1,e1⇐= EI p2,e2=⇒ PI2 ) ∈ ACP if and only if
ccp ∈ CCP.
Proof. As shown in [9], the flattening of acp = (PI1 p1,e1⇐= EI p2,e2=⇒ PI2 ) leads to flattened transformations ccp = (P1 p1,e1⇐= E p2,e2=⇒
P2). We have to show that ccp is actually a critical pair with the class E ′ of jointly surjective morphism pairs in AGraphsATG.
• If there is a delete-use conflict in acp, we have that (e1, e2) ∈ E ′I, and the same conflict occurs in ccpwith (e1, e2) ∈ E ′.
• If there is a produce-forbid conflict in acp, we find a NAC (NI2 , n2) and a morphism q21 : NI2 → PI1 . When flattening p2
we obtain a NAC (N2, n2, tN2) choosing as types in N2 exactly the types in P1 such that tP1 ◦ q21 = tN2 . This is possible
because all instantiations for subtypes have to be considered when flattening the NACs. This means that the conflict is
preserved, and we still have that (q21, e′1) ∈ E ′.
• Analogously, this holds for use-delete and forbid-produce conflicts.
Given a concrete critical pair ccp = (P1 p1⇐= E p2=⇒ P2) there are corresponding polymorphic transformations with NACs
P1
p1⇐= E p2=⇒ P2 as shown in [12,9], which are in conflict. From Theorem 2 it follows that there is an abstract critical pair
acp = (PI1 p1,e1⇐= EI p2,e2=⇒ PI2 ), and ccp is a flattened pair of acp. 
6.2.1. Local confluence theorem
H1 H2
G
X
∗ ∗
∗ ∗
H1 H2
G
X
p1,m1 p2,m2
∗ ∗
A graph transformation system is called confluent if, for all
transformations G ∗⇒ H1 and G ∗⇒ H2, there is a graph X together
with transformations H1
∗⇒ X and H2 ∗⇒ X . Local confluencemeans
that this property holds for all pairs of direct transformations G ⇒
H1 and G ⇒ H2.
Confluence is an important property of transformation systems
because, in spite of local nondeterminism concerning the applica-
tion of a rule, we have global determinism for confluent transformation systems. Global determinism means that, for each
pair of terminating transformations G ∗⇒ H and G ∗⇒ H ′ with the same source graph, the target graphs H and H ′ are equal
or isomorphic. A transformation G ∗⇒ H is called terminating if no rule is applicable to H anymore.
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The Local Church–Rosser Theorem shows that for two parallel independent direct transformations with NACs G
p1,m1=⇒ H1
and G
p2,m2=⇒ H2 there is a graph G′ together with direct transformations with NACs H1 p2,m
′
2=⇒ G′ and H2 p1,m
′
1=⇒ G′. This
means that we can apply the rules with NACs p1 and p2 with given matches in an arbitrary order. If each pair of rules
is parallel independent for all possible matches, then it can be shown that the corresponding transformation system is
confluent.
In the following,wediscuss local confluence for the general case inwhichG ⇒ H1 andG ⇒ H2 are not necessarily parallel
independent. According to a general result for rewriting systems it is sufficient to consider local confluence, provided that
the transformation system is terminating, whichmeans that each transformation sequence terminates after a finite number
of steps.
In order to show local confluence, it is sufficient to show strict NAC-confluence of all its critical pairs. As discussed above,
confluence of a critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 means the existence of a graph K ′ together with transformations P1 ∗⇒ K ′ and
P2
∗⇒ K ′.
Strictness is a technical condition which means, intuitively, that the largest subgraph N of K which is preserved by the
critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2 is also preserved by P1 ∗⇒ K ′ and P2 ∗⇒ K ′. In [43], it has been shown that confluence of
critical pairs without strictness is not sufficient to show local confluence. For strict NAC-confluence of a critical pair, we
need to analyze each possible extension of K to some graph G consistent to the critical pair P1 ⇐ K ⇒ P2, which means
that the transformations of the critical pair can be extended to G and satisfy the NACs of the critical pair. In this case, also
the transformations of the strict solution of the critical pair must be extendable to G, which means that each NAC of both
transformations must be satisfied in the bigger context. This condition is difficult to check, but there are some sufficient
conditions for NAC-confluence which are often applicable for practical examples (see [39]). Intuitively, they express that
the satisfaction of the NACs of the critical pair implicate the satisfaction of the NACs of the strict solution of the critical pair
in each potential bigger context.
Theorem 5 (Local Confluence Theorem). A transformation system in ATGIGraphs with polymorphic rules with NACs is locally
confluent if all its abstract critical pairs are strictly NAC-confluent.
Proof. This follows from the Local Confluence Theorem in [37] and the fact that ATGI-graphs form anM-adhesive category
with NACs as shown in Section 7. 
Example 10. Consider the rules PullUpMethod and MoveMethod with the abstract critical pairs in Fig. 7. We analyze
these abstract critical pairs for strict NAC-confluence:
For the abstract critical pair (1), after the application of the rule PullUpMethodwe can apply the rule MoveMethod to
move the method 1,10 from 3 to 8 leading to the same result as the first application of MoveMethod. This transformation
is strict because all elements preserved by the critical pair are also preserved by the further transformation. Moreover,
NAC-confluence holds due to the NACs of the two rules: if MoveMethod is applicable in the critical pair this means
that neither 8 nor any of its superclasses yields a method named x. Since we do not change this by the application of
PullUpMethod, this NAC is still satisfied. The abstract critical pair (2) is already strictly NAC-confluent because both
transformation results are isomorphic.
For the abstract critical pairs (3), (4), and (5), we can undo the effect of PullUpMethod with the rule MoveMethod
leading back to the initial situation of the critical pair. Then applying again the rule MoveMethod leads to confluence.
Obviously, strictness is preserved. For the NAC-confluence, we analyze the situation in the initial situation. Since both rules
are applicable, the NACs of PullUpMethod imply that neither 3 nor any class between 2 and 3 contains a method named
x. In addition, neither 8 nor any of its superclasses contains such a method, as forbidden by the NACs of MoveMethod. But
this means that after the application of PullUpMethodwe can apply MoveMethod to move the pulled method back to its
original classifier.
Altogether, all abstract critical pairs are strictly NAC-confluent and thus the transformation system consisting of the
polymorphic rules with NACs PullUpMethod and MoveMethod is locally confluent.
7. Typed attributed graphs with inheritance asM-adhesive category with NACs
The theory of graph transformation has been extended to the categorical framework of M-adhesive transformation
systems with NACs, where the underlying objects are not necessarily graphs, but from any category that fulfills the
conditions of anM-adhesive category, called weak adhesive HLR category in [9], together with some additional properties.
In this section, we introduceM-adhesive categories with NACs and show that the category ATGIGraphs of ATGI-graphs and
-morphisms form such a category.
The main property of an M-adhesive category is the van Kampen property, which requires a special compatibility of
pushouts and pullbacks in a commutative cube. The idea of a van Kampen square is that of a pushout which is stable under
pullbacks, and, vice versa, that pullbacks are stable under combined pushouts and pullbacks.
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Definition 21 (van Kampen Square).
A′
B′
A
B
C ′
D′
C
D
A B
C D
m′
a
f ′
g ′
b
m
f
n′
c
d
n
g
m
f
n
g(1)
(2)
A pushout (1) is a van Kampen (VK) square if, for any
commutative cube (2) with (1) in the bottom and where
the back faces are pullbacks, the following statement
holds: the top face is a pushout iff the front faces are
pullbacks.
Definition 22 (M-adhesive Category). A category Cwith a morphism classM is called anM-adhesive category if:
1. M is a class of monomorphisms closed under isomorphisms, composition ( f : A → B ∈ M, g : B → C ∈ M ⇒ g ◦ f ∈
M), and decomposition (g ◦ f ∈M, g ∈M⇒ f ∈M).
2. C has pushouts and pullbacks alongM-morphisms, andM-morphisms are closed under pushouts and pullbacks.
3. Pushouts in C alongM-morphisms are weak VK squares, i.e., the VK square property holds for all commutative cubes
withm ∈M and ( f ∈M or b, c, d ∈M).
To obtain the main results also for graph transformation with negative application conditions, the underlying category
has to fulfill more requirements. Therefore we introduce M-adhesive categories with NACs. In [37], in addition to M′ a
morphism class Q is used. For ATGI-graphs and many other graph categories, we chose Q = M′ and only introduce this
slightly less general case here.
Definition 23 (M-adhesive Category with NACs). An M-adhesive category with NACs (C,M,M′, E ′) is an M-adhesive
category (C,M) with an additional morphism class M′ and a class E ′ of morphism pairs with the same codomain such
that the following properties hold:
A1
BK
A2
f1
f2
e1
e2
m
1. E ′-M′ pair factorization: For each pair of morphisms f1 : A1 → B, f2 : A2 → B there is a
factorization over e1 : A1 → K , e2 : A2 → K , m : K → B with (e1, e2) ∈ E ′ and m ∈ M′
such thatm ◦ e1 = f1 andm ◦ e2 = f2, and this factorization is unique up to isomorphism;
A B
K
f
e m
2. Epi-M factorization: For each f : A → B there is a factorization over an epimorphism
e : A → K and m : K → B ∈ M such that m ◦ e = f , and this factorization is unique
up to isomorphism;
A B
C D
E
F
m
f
n
g
r
v
w
(1) (2)
3. M-M′ pushout–pullback decomposition property: Given the right commutative
diagram with f ∈ M and w ∈ M′ where (1)+ (2) is a pushout and (2) a pullback,
then (1) and (2) are pushouts and also pullbacks;
B A
C A′
b
c
f(1)
B D
C E
A
A′
b∗
c∗
b′
f
c′
b
b
(3) (2)
4. Initial pushouts over M′-morphisms: Given a morphism f :
A → A′ ∈ M′, a pushout (1) with b ∈ M is an initial pushout
over f if for every pushout (2) with b′ ∈M there exist unique
morphisms b∗ : B → D and c∗ : C → E with b∗, c∗ ∈ M such
that b′ ◦ b∗ = b, c ′ ◦ c∗ = c and (3) is a pushout;
5. M′ closed under pushouts and pullbacks alongM-morphims;
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D B
A C
d2
d1
a
b(PB)
D B
A E
d2
d1
e2
e1(PO)
6. Inducedpullback–pushout property forM andM′: Given a : A → C ∈M′,
b : B → C ∈M, the pullback (PB), and the pushout (PO) then the induced
morphism x : E → C with x ◦ e1 = b and x ◦ e2 = a is a monomorphism
inM′;
7. M′ closed under composition and decomposition.
In the following, we show that the category ATGIGraphs is an M-adhesive category with NACs. First, we prove that
ATGIGraphs is actually a category.
Lemma 1 (Category ATGIGraphs). ATGI-graphs and ATGI-morphisms form the category ATGIGraphs.
Proof. Obviously, typeH ◦f is also an ATGI-clanmorphism and thus typeH ◦f ≤ typeG is well-defined. The composition in this
category is the composition of graph morphisms. If this composition is well-defined for ATGI-morphisms, the associativity
and identities follow.
G H K
ATGI
typeG typeH typeK
f g
≥ ≥
Given ATGI-graphs GI, HI, and KI, and ATGI-morphisms f : GI → HI and g : HI →
KI, we have by definition that typeH ◦ f ≤ typeG and typeK ◦ g ≤ typeH . Therefore it
follows that (typeK ◦ g ◦ f )VG(n) = (typeK ◦ g)VG( fVG(n)) ∈ clanI((typeH)VG( fVG(n)) =
clanI((typeH ◦ f )VG(n)) ⊆ clanI(typeG,VG(n)). For X ∈ {VD, EG, ENA, EEA,D}, we have that
(typeK ◦ g ◦ f )X = typeK ,X ◦ gX ◦ fX = typeH,X ◦ fX = typeG,X . Hence g ◦ f is a valid
ATGI-morphism. 
In the following facts, we show that the category ATGIGraphs has pushouts and pullbacks alongMI-morphisms.
Fact 1.
A B
C D
ATGI
typeB
typeC typeD
m
f
n
g(1)
Given ATGI-morphisms f : AI → CI and m : AI → BI with m ∈ MI the pushout of f and m is
the pushout (1) of f and m in AGraphs with
typeD(x) =
 typeC (x′) ∃x′ ∈ C : n(x′) = x
typeB(x′) ∃x′ ∈ B\m(A) :
g(x′) = x.
Moreover, we have that n ∈MI.
Proof. The universal property follows from the one in AGraphs. We only have to show the well-definedness of DI =
(D, typeD), g , and n in ATGIGraphs, and that n ∈MI.
n and g are jointly surjective, thus typeD is a well-defined function, and we have to verify the properties of an ATGI-clan
morphism.
1. From the definition of typeD it follows that typeVD(d) = s ∀s ∈ S ′D, d ∈ DD,s.
2. Let e ∈ DEG , then we have the following cases:
Case 1: e ∈ n(CEG), then there is an e′ ∈ CEG with n(e′) = e and we have that typeD,VG ◦ sDG(e) = typeD,VG ◦ sDG(n(e′)) =
typeD,VG ◦ n(sCG(e′)) = typeC,VG(sCG(e′)) ∈ clanI(sTGG(typeC,EG(e′))) = clanI(sTGG(typeD,EG(e))).
Case 2: e ∈ g(BEG\m(AEG)) and sDG(e) ∈ g(BVG\m(AVG)). Analogously to Case 1.
Case 3: e ∈ g(BEG\m(AEG)) and sDG(e) ∈ g(m(AVG)), then there is an e′ ∈ BEG with g(e′) = e and an a ∈ AVG with
m(a) = sBG(e′), and we have that typeD,VG ◦ sDG(e) = typeD,VG ◦ sDG(g(e′)) = typeD,VG ◦ g(sBG(e′)) = typeD,VG ◦ g(m(a)) =
typeD,VG ◦ (n( f (a)) = typeC,VG( f (a)) ∈ clanI(typeA,VG(a)) = clanI(typeB,VG(m(a)) = clanI(typeB,VG(sBG(e′))) ⊆
clanI(sTGG(typeB,EG(e
′))) = clanI(sTGG(typeD,EG(e))).
3. Analogously to Item 2.
4. Analogously to Item 2.
5. Let e ∈ DENA , then we have the following cases:
Case 1: e ∈ n(CENA), then there is an e′ ∈ CENA with n(e′) = e andwe have that typeD,VD ◦ tDNA(e) = typeD,VD ◦ tDNA(n(e′)) =
typeD,VD ◦ n(tCNA(e′)) = typeC,VD(tCNA(e′)) = tTGG(typeC,ENA(e′)) = tTGNA(typeD,ENA(e)).
Case 2: e ∈ g(BENA\m(AENA)) and tDNA(e) ∈ g(BVD\m(AVD)). Analogously to Case 1.
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Case 3: e ∈ g(BENA\m(AENA)) and tDNA(e) ∈ g(m(AVD)), then there is an e′ ∈ BENA with g(e′) = e and an a ∈ AVD with
m(a) = tBNA(e′), andwehave that typeD,VD◦tDNA(e) = typeD,VD◦tDNA(g(e′)) = typeD,VD◦g(tBNA(e′)) = typeD,VD◦g(m(a)) =
typeD,VD ◦ (n( f (a)) = typeC,VD( f (a)) = typeA,VD(a) = typeB,VD(m(a) = typeB,VD(tBNA(e′)) = tTGNA(typeB,ENA(e′)) =
tTGNA(typeD,ENA(e)).
6. Analogously to Item 5.
7. Analogously to Item 5.
Thus typeD is an ATGI-clan morphism and DI a well-defined ATGI-graph.
From the definition of typeD it follows that typeD ◦ n = typeC . Since (1) is a pushout in AGraphs, m being injective
implies that n is injective, and frommD being an isomorphism it follows that nD is an isomorphism, thus n is a well-defined
ATGI-morphism with n ∈MI.
For all x ∈ B\m(A) we have that typeD ◦ g(x) = typeB(x). For x ∈ m(AVG) there is a unique x′ ∈ AVG with m(x′) = x
because m is injective, and we have that typeD(g(x)) = typeD(g(m(x′))) = typeD(n( f (x′))) = typeC ( f (x′)) ≤ typeA(x′) =
typeB(m(x′)) = typeB(x). Similarly, for i ∈ {VD, EG, ENA, EEA} and x ∈ m(Ai)we have that typeD(g(x)) = typeB(x). Thus g is a
well-defined ATGI-morphism. 
Fact 2.
A B
C D
ATGI
typeB
typeC typeD
m
f
n
g(1)
Given ATGI-morphisms g : BI → DI and n : CI → DI with n ∈ MI the pullback of g and n is
the pullback (1) of g and n in AGraphswith typeA = typeB ◦m.Moreover, we have that m ∈MI.
Proof. Analogously to the construction of pushouts, this follows directly from the definition and the pullback properties in
AGraphs. 
Since pushouts and pullbacks along MI-morphisms are constructed componentwise, and MI is a suitable class of
monomorphisms, the category ATGIGraphs becomes anM-adhesive category.
Theorem 6 (ATGIGraphs asM-adhesive Category). The category ATGIGraphs with morphism class MI as defined in
Definition 11 is anM-adhesive category.
Proof. Wehave to verify the properties of anM-adhesive category. Basically, they followbecauseAGraphs is anM-adhesive
category and the ATGI-morphisms behave in a suitable way. In particular, Cond. 1 holds because of Definition 11, Cond. 2
because of Facts 1 and 2, and Cond. 3 because pushouts and pullbacks alongMI-morphisms in ATGIGraphs are pushouts
and pullbacks alongMI-morphisms in AGraphs and vice versa, thus the weak van Kampen property can be concluded from
AGraphs. 
In the following fact, we prove that for each pair of ATGI-morphisms with the same codomain there exists a pair
factorization consisting of an overlap of the domains and an embedding into the codomain.
Fact 3 (Unique E ′I-M′I Pair Factorization). Given a pair of ATGI-morphismswith the same codomain f1 : LI1 → KI, f2 : LI2 → KI
then there is a unique E ′I-M′I pair factorization e1 : LI1 → EI, e2 : L2 → EI, m : EI → KI of f1, f2 with (e1, e2) ∈ E ′I, m ∈ M′I
and m ◦ e1 = f1, m ◦ e2 = f2. Moreover, e1, e2,m is the unique E ′-M′ pair factorization of f1, f2 without typing, and typeE is
defined by
• typeE,VG(x) = (2) in Definition 14
• typeE,X (x) =

typeL1,E(y1) x = e1(y1)
typeL2,E(y2) x = e2(y2)
for X ∈ {VD, EG, ENA, EEA,D}.
Proof. For the untyped morphisms ( f1 : L1 → K , f2 : L2 → K)we use the unique E ′-M′ pair factorization in AGraphs. We
still have to prove that typeE is a well-defined ATGI-clan morphism and that e1, e2 andm are ATGI-morphisms.
We start with the well-definedness of typeE,X . If x = e1(y1) = e2(y2), using that f1 = m ◦ e1 (resp. f2 = m ◦ e2) is an
ATGI-morphism we have that typeL1,X (y1) = typeK ,X ( f1(y1)) = typeK ,EX (m(e1(y1))) = typeK ,X (m(e2(y2))) = typeK ,X
( f2(y2)) = typeL2,X (y2).
Nowwe show thewell-definedness of typeE,VG . Since e1 and e2 are jointly surjective,Y1∪Y2 ≠ ∅. For y, y¯ ∈ Y1∪Y2with y ∈
Yi and y¯ ∈ Yj we have that ei(y) = ej(y¯) = x, and typeLi,VG(y) ≥ typeK ,VG( fi(y)) = typeK ,VG(m(ei(y))) = typeK ,VG(m(x)) =
typeK ,VG(m(ej(y¯))) = typeK ,VG( fj(y¯)) ≤ typeLj,VG(y¯). It follows that typeK ,VG(m(x)) ∈ clanI(typeLi,VG(y))∩ clanI(typeLj,VG(y¯)).
Becausewe forbidmultiple inheritance in I it follows that typeLi,VG(y) ≤ typeLj,VG(y¯) or typeLi,VG(y) ≥ typeLj,VG(y¯). This holds
for all pairs (y, y¯) ∈ Y1 ∪ Y2, and since I is acyclic there has to be a minimal element min(Y1 ∪ Y2).
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Now we prove that typeE is an ATGI-clan morphism. We only prove Property 2, the other properties follow analogously.
• Case A: e = e1(e¯) ∈ e1(L1,EG)with sEG(e) = x.
– Case A.1.: typeE,VG(x) = typeL1,VG(y1) with x = e1(y1), then sL1(e¯) = y1 and typeE,VG(sEg (e)) = typeE,VG(x) =
typeL1,VG(y1) = typeL1,VG(sL1(e¯)) ∈ clanI(sTG(typeL1,EG(e¯))) = clanI(sTG(typeE,EG(e))).
– Case A.2.: typeE,VG(x) = typeL2,VG(y2)with x = e2(y2), then there exists y1 ∈ L1,VG with sL1(e¯) = y1 and typeL2,VG(y2) ∈
clanI(typeL1,VG(y1)) by the definition of the minimum type. It follows that typeE,VG(sEG(e)) = typeE,VG(x) =
typeL2,VG(y2) ∈ clanI(typeL1,VG(y1)) = clanI(typeL1,VG(sL1(e¯))) ⊆ clanI(sTG(typeL1,EG(e¯))) = clanI(sTG(typeE,EG(e))).
• Case B: e = e2(¯¯e) ∈ e2(L2,EG) analogously to Case A.
From the definition of typeE it follows straightforward that typeE ◦ e1 ≤ typeL1 and typeE ◦ e2 ≤ typeL2 . FormV we have that
typeE,VG(x) = min(Y1 ∪ Y2) = typeLi,VG(yi) for some yi with ei(yi) = x, and it follows that typeLi,VG(yi) ≥ typeK ,VG( fi(yi)) =
typeK ,VG(m(ei(yi)) = typeK ,VG(m(x)). Thus we have that e1, e2 andm are ATGI-morphisms. 
Now we are able to show that ATGIGraphs is an M-adhesive category with NACs, which allows us to instantiate the
results from [37–40]. Mainly, we need to verify the additional properties given in Definition 23.
Theorem 7 (ATGIGraphs asM-adhesive Category with NACs). The categoryATGIGraphswithmorphism classesMI as defined
in Definition 11,M′I as defined in Definition 12, and E ′I as defined in Definition 14 is anM-adhesive category with NACs.
Proof. DefineM′ =M′I and E ′ = E ′I. We have to show the properties from Definition 23:
1. is shown in Fact 3.
2. follows from the epi-mono factorization in AGraphs.
3. can be shown similarly to the proof of theM-M′ PO-PB decomposition property in AGraphs.
4. follows from the construction of initial pushouts in AGraphs.
5. is shown in Facts 1 and 2.
6. follows from the corresponding fact in AGraphs.
7. follows directly from the definition ofM′I and the componentwise validity in Sets. 
Remark 6. WithATGIGraphsbeing anM-adhesive categorywithNACs all thewell-known results for graph transformations
hold for typed attributed graph transformations with NACs and inheritance:
• the Local Church–Rosser and Parallelism Theorem,
• the Concurrency Theorem,
• the Embedding and Extension Theorem,
• the Local Confluence Theorem (see Theorem 5).
8. Conclusion and future work
The concept of node type inheritance plays an important role inmodeling andmeta-modeling [10,11]. Moreover, conflict
detection and confluence are important issues for several object-oriented systems. However, a rigorous approach to these
problems requires a formal modeling approach. In [12,9], node type inheritance and confluence have been defined in the
formal framework of typed attributed graph transformation with inheritance. Using a flattening construction these poly-
morphic transformations can be transformed into concrete ones which allows to apply the basic results known for graph
transformation [9].
In this paper, we have given an overview of several concepts and results of algebraic graph transformation based on
gluing constructions and the double pushout approach. For a detailed presentation of all the concepts, results, proofs, and
examples we refer to our book [9].
Moreover, we have revisited the results from [12,9] and introduced the category ATGIGraphs of ATGI-graphs and
ATGI-morphisms which is anM-adhesive category with NACs in the sense of [37]. This allows us to instantiate the theory
in [37–40] for ATGI-graphs and in particular define abstract critical pairs. Using these abstract critical pairs on the level
of polymorphic rules with NACs significantly simplifies the analysis of conflicts and local confluence. The former flattening
construction led to an exponential number of concrete critical pairswhichmade the analysis and interpretation very difficult.
This was shown especially in our example where five abstract critical pairs led to 52 concrete ones. The new main result is
the Local Confluence Theorem for typed attributed graph transformation with inheritance using abstract critical pairs.
We have implemented the critical pair analysis with NACs and inheritance in our tool AGG [31]. It is possible to define
attributed type graphs with inheritance, apply polymorphic rules, and analyze abstract critical pairs. In future work, the use
of essential critical pairs [44] may lead to a further reduction of critical pairs. Moreover, the integration of more general
application conditions [45] than NACs would allow to extend the expressiveness of the rules. But in this case, critical pair
analysis, even without inheritance, becomes more complex and complicated [46].
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